Circular Mean Filtering For Textures Noise Reduction
M. H. Shakoor*(C.A.) and F. Tajeripour

Abstract: In this paper, a special preprocessing operations (filter) is proposed to decrease
the effects of noise of textures. This filter using average of circular neighbor points (Cmean) to reduce noise effect. Comparing this filter with other average filters such as square
mean filter and square median filter indicates that it provides more noise reduction and
increases the classification accuracy. After applying filter to noisy textures some Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) variants are used for feature extraction. The Implementation part for
noisy textures of Outex, UIUC and CUReT datasets shows that using proposed filter
increases the classification accuracy significantly. Furthermore, a simple and new technique
is proposed that increases the speed of c-mean filter noticeably.
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Binary Pattern (LBP). LBP is introduced by Ojala et al.
[22]. It is a simple operator to describe local texture
patterns, and it has achieved high performance for
classification results on representative texture datasets
[23]. The main goal of proposing LBP was related to
texture classification. But LBP has been used for many
other applications [24-27].
Some versions of LBP were proposed [28, 29].
LBPP,R has become the most popular since it decreases
the feature number significantly and obtains high
discriminative ability. Ojala et al. divided local patterns
into two groups; uniform and non-uniform patterns.
They proved that the uniform-patterns have more
discriminative information than non-uniform patterns.
Also noise decreases the percentage of uniform patterns.
After that, some extended LBPs [30, 31] were
introduced that could produce more features for each
texture than LBPP,R . In these methods, the number of
features was increased exponentially when the neighbor
points of LBP grew. There are many other methods that
are proposed based on LBP.
Such as all other local operators, LBP is sensitive to
noise. Therefore some noise robust LBP methods are
introduced. Improved Local Binary Pattern (ILBP) is
proposed by Jin et al. [32]. It is similar to LBP but in
ILBP the average value of the whole neighborhood
including the center is used instead of center point. Tan
and Triggs [33] proposed Local Ternary Pattern (LTP)
to quantize the difference between a pixel and its
neighbor points into three levels. In LTP it is necessary
to set threshold value properly. Liao et al. proposed
dominant LBP (DLBP) [34]. It used the most frequently
patterns to extract more discriminative features. It
selected the 80 % of the most frequently appeared local
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1. Introduction1
Texture classification plays an important role in image
processing and computer vision. It has been widely used
in many applications. Some areas such as fabric defect
detection [1, 2], remote sensing [3], medical image
processing [4], face recognition [5], and image retrieval
[6] are related to texture classification. Texture analysis
methods are usually divided into structural, statistical,
model based and frequency based methods.
The structural approaches, such as topological
texture descriptors [7], morphological operators [8, 9]
and filtering techniques [10] are used for description of
patterns and their placement. The statistical method
including some methods such as co-occurrence matrix
[11] and local binary patterns [12]. These methods are
based on extracting the statistical properties of textures.
Third group is model-based methods such as hidden
markov [13], autocorrelation [14] and autoregressive
[15] models. Finally, the fourth analyzing methods are
frequency-based or transform approaches such as some
Gabor and wavelet based algorithms [16-18].
Recently most of these researches focus on statistical
analysis of texture. Statistical methods are not only
simple but also they can be used for all types of
textures. Also they can be combined with other types of
texture analysis approaches to increase the performance
of texture classification [19-21]. One of the important
statistical methods for texture feature extraction is Local
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Fig. 1 The process of calculating the LBP code.

of it that used for texture classification and texture
analysis.
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2.1 Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
The LBP is a descriptor for describing texture
features. It provides binary codes by comparing P points
of the neighbor pixels with respect to the center pixel
value. It generates a binary code 0 if the value of
neighbor pixel is smaller than that of the center value of
patch. Otherwise, it generates a binary code 1. Then the
binary codes are multiplied with the corresponding
weights and the results are outlined to generate an LBP
code. This value is calculated as follows in Eq. (1):
L (1)
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where g is the pixel value of the center point and g is
the pixel value of i-th neighboring pixel, P is the
number of neighbor pixels and R is the radius.
s (2)
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patterns from histogram of LBP and remain patterns that
contains noise non-uniform are removed from features.
Median Binary Patterns (MBP) [35] is proposed by
Hafiane et al. MBP is robust to noise because it used
median gray value of the neighborhood points instead of
the center point. Another form of LBP that is resistant to
noise is fuzzy local binary pattern FLBP [36] or soft
LBP [37]. In FLBP each pixel may contribute to several
bins in the histogram of possible patterns by different
membership values. The FLBP is a very time
consuming method. Fathi et al. [38] proposed a noise
tolerant method (NTLBP) that combined a circular
majority voting and a new LBP version and regrouped
the non-uniform LBP in order to better performance.
Ren et al. [39] proposed a much more efficient Noise
Resistant Local Binary Pattern (NRLBP) approach. The
NRLBP method restores some of the image local
structures that are cropped by noise. This method is very
time consuming and it cannot generalize to larger scales
neighborhoods and it is efficient only for small
neighborhood such as R = 1 and P = 8. Lui et al. [40]
proposed Binary Rotation Invariant and Noise Tolerant
(BRINT) texture classification method that uses mean
of neighbor points for LBP. BRINT decreases the
effects of noise by using the mean value of some
sequential neighbor points instead of each neighbor
points. In other words it declines the noise value from
the neighbor points. In BRINT method multi resolution
LBP is used to increasing the classification accuracy.
Some methods such as Completed Robust Local Binary
Pattern (CRLBP) [41] used Weighted Local Gray Level
(WLG) to reduce the effect of noise on the center point
of LBP. This method used average of center and
neighbor points of LBP instead of center point. It is
similar to ILBP method [32], but CRLBP used a weight
value for center point when it calculates the average of
the points. The aforementioned methods are some of the
most popular LBP that are resistant to noise. There are
some noise robust LBPs. Kylberg et al. reviewed and
compared most of them in [42].
In spite of almost all noise robust LBP methods that
extend LBP to make it resistant to noise in this paper a
prepossessing operation (filter) is proposed. Some of
filters are general filter that are used for general images.
However in this paper by applying the filters to noisy
texture the noise effect is decreased. After that it is
possible to extract feature from filtered texture by using
LBP or any other feature extraction methods.
This paper is organized as follows: in section two
LBP and some last versions of LBP are explained.
Section three presents proposed methods. Experimental
results and conclusion are reported in section four and
five respectively.
2 Brief Review of Some LBP's
In this section, we provide a brief review of Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) and some state-of-the-art versions
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Fig. 1 shows the process of generating LBP code. In
this figure the square neighborhood is used that is not
rotation invariant. To obtain rotation invariance, the
original LBP was extended to a circular symmetric
neighbor set of P members on a circular region with
radius R using uniform patterns [12]. The rotation
invariant uniform LBP (LBP ) can be obtained as
follows (Eqs. (3)-(5)):
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Riu2 reflects that the rotation invariant uniform
patterns have a U value of at most 2. U is used to
estimate the uniformity that corresponds to the number
of spatial transitions, i.e., bitwise 0/1 changes between
successive bits in the circle. Fig. 2 is an example of the
local uniform patterns with different U.
Furthermore, LBP and LBP are two other types
of LBP that are used for texture classification. LBP is a
rotation invariant method but LBP is not. Due to high
feature number, both of these methods are very time
consuming methods and are not suitable for real time
and fast texture processing.
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Fig
g. 3 An examplle of a part of aan image aroun
nd 100, (a) 3×33
squ
uare neighborhoood, (b) circularr neighborhood
d (R = 1).
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Fig. 3 showss the small neeighborhood 3×3
3 or R = 1..
It is
i possible to use
u greater neeighborhood such as 5×5 orr
7×7 for square and
a R = 2 or 3 for circular neighborhood.
n
.
he larger neighborhoods
n
s remove some locall
Th
infformation andd texture edges therefore it decreases thee
tex
xture classiffication accuracy. All results off
imp
plementation part show that all of these filterss
inccrease the classsification acccuracy for alll type of LBP
P
thaat are used herre (LBP_S, LB
BPM, LTP and CLBP).
Some methoods such as CRLBP [41] uses
u
Weightedd
Lo
ocal Gray Levvel (WLG) to decline the effect of noisee
forr LBP. CRLB
BP may be siimilar to usin
ng weight forr
cen
nter point andd 3×3 neighboorhood for s-m
mean when itt
useed before CLBP
C
methodd. According
g to CRLBP
P
meethod the s-meean with α = 1 provides beetter accuracyy
thaan α = 8. So in this paper the s-mean with
w α = 1 iss
useed for all paarts of impleementation. The
T
proposedd
circular mean filter
f
has som
me advantages rather thann
RLBP. (CRLB
BP uses a techhnique which is
i the same ass
CR
s-m
mean filter):
• C-mean filtter reduces thhe noise affecction and it iss
independentt to feature extraction metthod. In otherr
words it is a preprocesssing method to
t reduce thee
n it is possiblee
effects of noise. After nooise reduction
f
extracttion methods.
to use any feature
• C-mean filtter provides m
more uniform patterns thann
s-mean therrefore it provvides more discriminative
d
e
features thaan s-mean for texture classification. Thee
implementaation part indiicates that thee accuracy off
texture classification is increased when
w
c-meann
filter is usedd instead of s--mean.
• In spite of s-mean filter that uses squaree
mean filter uses
u
circularr
neighborhoood the c-m
neighborhoood therefore it is a rotattion invariantt
filter.
• Implementaation indicatess that c-mean and s-mediann
filters provvide the bestt and the wo
orst accuracyy
respectivelyy. Sometimess the accuraccy of s-meann
reaches the c-mean.

Re

nary Pattern (LTP)
2.33 Local Tern
Local ternnary patterns [33] (LTP) is the same as LBP
L
but it uses a threshold vaalue to quantizze the differeence
between a piixel and its neeighbors into three
t
levels. LTP
L
is one of thee most imporrtant and pow
werful LBP baased
descriptor thhat extracts feaatures from noisy texture. The
T
higher value of noise the more value of
o threshold must
m
be used. In thhe implementaation part threeshold is 10.

80

in

mpleted Local Binary Patttern (CLBP)
2.2 Com
The CLB
BP [43] methood is proposedd by Gue et all. to
combine thee sign and magnitude
m
codes of LBP. In
CLBP the loocal differencce is divided into the sign (S)
and magnitudde (M) so CLB
BP_S and CL
LBP_M are maade.
Also the cennter point of each local paatch is compaared
with mean of image annd CLBP_C is made. Both
B
p
binarry strings so that
t
CLBP_S andd CLBP_M produce
they can be combined forr texture classsification. In this
r
the CLBP
C
refers to
paper in alll parts of results
CLBP_S/M/C
C.
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Fig. 2 An exam
mple of local biinary patterns with
w different U.
U

30

d Method (Ciircular Mean
n Filter)
3 Proposed
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3.1 C-M
Mean Filter
Here som
me average fiiltering methoods are used for
noise reducttion. These filters are applied
a
to nooisy
textures thenn features aree extracted from
f
textures by
using some variants of LBP and they are used for
texture classiification.
a) Square Mean
M
Filter (ss-mean):
Averagee of center andd square neighhbor points
b) Square Median
M
Filter (s-median):
Median of
o center and square neighbbor points
c) Proposedd Filter:
Circularr Weight Meann Filter (c-meaan (α=1,8)):
c-mean (α=1): average of centter and circuular
neighbor points.
c-mean (α=8): average of centter and circuular
neighbor points that uses α=8 as weighht of center poiint.
Circular neighborhoodd is used in LBP for featture
B in this papper it is used as neighborhood
extraction. But
for noise reeduction. Fig.. 3 shows ann example of
o a
neighborhood with centerr 100. Fig. 3((a) illustrates the
n
pointts and Fig. 3(bb) determines the
3×3 square neighbor
circular neigghborhood with
w
R = 1. The values of
neighbor points in Fig. 3(b)
3
are interrpolated and are
shown in thiis figure. Connsidering this figure it cann be
calculated thhat s-mean is 68,
6 s-median is
i 50 and, c-m
mean
values are 644 and 75 for center
c
weight values α = 1 and
α = 8 respecttively.
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o using s-meean instead off cThe onlyy advantage of
mean is thatt the c-mean requires
r
the interpolation
i
s
step
to calculate the
t neighbor points
p
on the circle, therefo
fore,
c-mean is moore time consuuming methodd than s-meann. In
the next partt a simple annd new technique is propoosed
that increases the speed off c-mean signiificantly.

thee noisy image should be shifted one pixel to fourr
dirrections. By calculating,
c
thhe average off the originall
and
d 4 shifted annd 4 interpolatted images I
is obtained..
I
is the same as the noisy iimage that is filtered by C-meean filter. Thiss method incrreases the speed of averagee
filttering more thhan 10 times.

3.2 Fast C-Mean
C
Filteer
In this part
p
a simplee technique is
i introducedd to
increase the speed of c-m
mean filteringg. Using c-m
mean
instead of s-mean filterr is more time consumiing.
Because the circular meaan filter requiires interpolattion
for neighborr points on thhe circular paatch. Also, If the
image size is M×N, a 3×
×3 mask shouuld be convollved
M×N times with image which requiires consideraable
time.
p
4 pointt values shoulld be interpolaated
For 3×3 patch,
from neighboor points. In this
t part a sim
mple techniquue is
proposed thaat reduce this time significantly. Accordding
to Fig. 3(b), 4 points of ciircular neighbborhood (corners)
F example the upper riight
should be innterpolated. For
value on circcular neighborrhood is 69.3. It is providedd by
weighted meean of 80, 400, 100 and 600. The weightt of
these points are 0.21, 0.55, 0.21 and 0.09
0
respectively.
These weighhts are providded reverse too the distancee of
center of eaach circular neighbor
n
poinnt and centerr of
original poinnts. For otherr 3 corner pooints the weiight
values are thhe same but it selected accoording to distaance
from center of each neeighbor pointts. Thereforee, 4
i
are proovided.
interpolated images
If the im
mage size is M×N,
M
a 3×3 maask (s-mean or
o cmean) shoulld be convollved M×N tim
mes with im
mage
which requirres considerabble time. To reduce
r
this time,

4 Experimenttal Results
To evaluatee the perforrmance of the
t
proposedd
meethods, some comprehensiv
c
ve texture dataasets are used::
thee Outex dataset [23], the U
UIUC [44] and
d the CUReT
T
[45
5]. In this parrt only riu2 m
mapping metho
od is used. Inn
all cases the thrreshold value for LTP is 10
1 and CLBP
P
reffers to CLBP__S/M/C.
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4.1 Dissimilarity
D
Metric Meth
hod
For comparing two texturres the LBP histograms
h
off
theem must be compared.
c
Thhere are many
y methods forr
com
mparing twoo histogram
ms, such as histogram
m
intersection, logg-likelihood raatio, and chi-square methodd
2]. In this paaper such as many researcches the chi-[12
squ
uare method is
i used for claassification. Eq.
E (9) showss
chii-square methhod. A test saample T is asssigned to thee
claass of model L that minimizzes the chi-squ
uare distance:
D

(9))
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wh
here N is the number
n
of bins of each histo
ogram, and Ti
and
d Li are the vaalues of the saample and the model imagee
at the ith bin respectively. T
The nearest neighborhood
n
d
on.
claassifier with k = 1 is used foor classificatio

Fig. 4 Compaaring the accuraacy for LBP_S, LBP_M, LTP
P and CLBP affter applying avverage filters foor Outex (TC10
0) for differentt
SNR values. (R
Radius = 1 andd α = 1.8 and 3xx3 mask).
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nsidering thiss
filtters for noisyy textures off TC10. Con
fig
gure it indicaates that in all plots off the circularr
neiighbor mean (c-mean)
(
provvides the bestt results whenn
cen
nter weight is 1 when the w
weight set by 8 the accuracyy
decclines drasticaally. In somee plots such as CLBP thee
acccuracy of s-m
mean reachess the accuraccy of c-meann
(α = 1). All of the plots of Fiig. 4 are provided by usingg
3×3 (for square neighborhoood) and R = 1 (for circularr
a for SNR = 3, 5, 10 an
nd 20. Fig. 5
neiighborhood) and
illu
ustrates the ressults of using greater filterss for TC10.
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4.2 Expeerimental Ressults on the Outex
O
Datasett
The Outeex dataset includes some test suites [223].
These suites were collecteed under differrent illuminatiion,
c
O
Outex_TC_00
rotation, annd scaling conditions.
010
(TC10) and Outex_TC_00
O
0012 (TC12) are
a consideredd as
famous two test suites in this
t dataset. They
T
can be used
u
for rotation invariant testts. These twoo suites have the
same 24 classses of texturres, which aree collected unnder
three differennt illuminatess (horizon, incca, and t184) and
nine differennt rotation anggles (0º, 5º, 10º, 15º, 30º, 45º,
4
60º, 75º and 90º). Fig. 4 determines
d
thee results of ussing
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Fig. 5 Compaaring the accuraacy for LBP_S, LBP_M, LTP
P and CLBP affter applying avverage filters foor Outex (TC10
0) for differentt
SNR values. (R
Radius = 3 andd α = 1,24 and 7x7
7 mask).

Fig. 6 Compaaring the accuraacy for LBP_S, LBP_M, LTP
P and CLBP affter applying avverage filters foor Outex (TC13
3) for differentt
SNR values. (R
Radius = 1 andd α = 1,8 and 3xx3 mask).
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4.4
4 Experimeental Results on the CUReeT Dataset
The CUReT
T database [45] contains 61
6 classes off
tex
xtures. These texture imaages captured
d at differentt
vieewpoints and illumination
i
oorientations. For
F each class,,
92 images are selected from
m the imagess that have a
vieewing angle of less than 600°. For this paart every timee
N = 46 images are
a chosen ranndomly for traain from eachh
class. The remaaining (92-N)) images are used as testt
mples. The avverage classiffication rates are obtainedd
sam
from
m 100 random
m tests. In thhis dataset R = 1 and riu22
maapping is usedd for feature eextraction and
d for filteringg
thee 3x3 square neighborhood
n
and circular neighborhood
n
d
witth R = 1 are used. The reesults of classsification forr
LB
BP_S, LBP_M
M, LTP and CL
LBP are show
wn on plots off
Fig
g. 8. Such as previous
p
figurees these plots are related too
classification acccuracy for SN
NR = 3, 5, 10 and
a 20.
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U
Datasett
4.3 Expeerimental Ressults on the UIUC
The UIU
UC dataset [444] contains 255 classes withh 40
images in each
e
class. Each
E
texture is 640*480. For
implementatiion, each timee, N = 20 imaages of each class
c
are selected randomly
r
for train and the rest of them (40(
N) are used for test. Thiis operation is
i run 100 times
wn in
independentlly and the aveerage of the reesults is show
Fig. 7. Thesee operations arre carried out riu2 mappingg for
LBP_S, LBP
P_M, LTP andd CLBP. R = 1 and P = 8 for
feature extraaction. In Fig. 7 such as preevious figuress the
classificationn accuracy of LBP_S, LB
BP_M, LTP and

CL
LBP for SNR = 3, 5, 10 andd 20 are show
wn. For squaree
filters 3x3 neigghborhood is used and forr c-mean thee
d.
circcular neighborrhood with R = 1 is selected
Considering the plots it is shown that c-mean whitt
α = 1 provides the best resuults for LBP_
_S, LTP andd
CL
LBP. Only foor LBP_M tthe s-mean has
h the bestt
perrformance. Fuurthermore, thhese plots sho
ow that all off
theese filters reduce
r
the noise and increase thee
classification acccuracy of texxtures. Such as Outex, inn
UC dataset the highest accuracy is provided byy
UIU
CL
LBP. In this figure,
f
the sizze of mask is
i 3x3. If thee
larg
ger mask is
i used the accuracy is decreasess
sign
nificantly. Beecause the largger average mask
m
removess
som
me edges and local information of textu
ures. It is truee
for all other dataasets that are uused in this paaper.

ad

s
as Fig. 4 but the size of filter is larrger
It is the same
than Fig. 4 annd for square mean 7×7 wiindow is used and
for circular mean
m
the radiius is R = 3. Also for c-m
mean
the values off 1 and 24 are used for weigght. Both of Figs.
F
4 and 5 extrract features by
b using R = 1 and P = 8 for
LBP_S, LBP
P_M, LTP andd CLBP. Considering the Figs.
F
4 and 5 theyy show that inn all cases thee performancee of
large filter iss lower than thhe performancce of small filtter.
Also in thhis paper TC13 is used. Thhis suite incluudes
68 texture classes witth size 1288*128 and inca
i
illumination. Fig. 6 compaares the results of classificaation
o noisy textuures
rates by applying some avverage filter on
for TC13.
C13 noisy textuures
The resullts of applyingg filter on TC
for LBP_S and
a for low noisy
n
texture of
o LBP_M is the
same as TC110. For CLBP
P and SNR < 10 for LBP_M
M smean providdes the best results.
r
Also the plot of LTP
L
indicates thaat using these filters increaases the accurracy
for SNR < 10.
1 While for low noisy texxture these fillters
decreases thhe performancce. It relates to the threshhold
value of LTP
P.

Fig.7 Comparring the accuraccy for LBP_S, LBP_M, LTP and CLBP afteer applying aveerage filters UIU
UC for differen
nt SNR values..
(Radius = 1 annd α = 1,8 and 3x3
3 mask).
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g
in

RLBP. Consiidering the plots of CL
LBP in thee
CR
imp
plementation part
p they illusstrate that for CLBP
C
featuree
exttraction methood, the accuraccy of c-mean is higher thann
s-m
mean(CRLBP)) for TC10 (SNR > 10)), UIUC andd
CU
UReT. Only for
f TC13 andd low SNR of
o TC10, thee
perrformance of s-mean
s
is slighhtly better thaan c-mean.
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Consideriing the plots of Fig. 8 theyy indicate thatt for
LBP_S, LTP
P and CLBP thhe c-mean witth α = 1 provides
the best accuuracy. Unless for LBP_M the
t accuracy of
o smean is thee best. Accoording to Figg. 8 the highhest
performance is related too CLBP. Forr LBP_S bothh cmean with α = 1 and 8 preepare the best performance. For
LBP the s-meean provides the second best
b
LTP and CL
accuracy. Suuch as Outex and UIUC inn this dataset the
performance of median fillter is low. Foor LTP and CL
LBP
f
increasses the accuraacy. Howeverr for
using these filters
LBP_S onlyy c-mean filtter increases the accuracyy of
classificationn. While for LBP_M
L
using the c-mean filter
f
with α = 8 deecreases the performance.

ad

Fig. 8 Comparring the accuraccy for LBP_S, LBP_M,
L
LTP and
a CLBP after applying averaage filters CUR
ReT for differentt SNR values.
(Radius=1 andd α =1,8 and 3xx3 mask)

5 Conclusiion
In this paper
p
some average
a
filtering methods are
used that redduce the noise affection onn texture imaages.
These filterrs apply to texture befoore any feaature
extraction annd classificatiion. The impplementation part
shows that usually
u
circullar mean filteering with α = 1
provides bettter performannce than otheer filters. Alsoo in
some cases the
t square 3x33 filter preparres slightly beetter
accuracy thaan circular mean
m
filter. Median
M
filter also
increases thee performancee of classificattion but this filter
f
provides low
wer accuracy than
t
circular and square mean
m
filters. Also larger filterss provide low
wer performaance
f
The im
mplementatioon shows thaat cthan small filters.
mean (α = 1)) usually provides more acccurate featuress for
texture classification thann s-mean. If s-mean filter with
w
t
3x3 neighboorhood is appplied to noisy textures then
CLBP is useed for featuree extraction it
i is the samee as
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